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About This Content

Civil war has broken out across Erebonia. After his narrow escape from Trista, Rean will take up his sword again on a journey
with his Divine Knight, Valimar, in search of his friends from Class VII and a way to end the conflict before its price becomes

far too dear...

This DLC includes:
Rean's Casuals 2
Alisa's Casuals 2
Elliot's Casuals 2
Laura's Casuals 2

Machias' Casuals 2
Emma's Casuals 2

Jusis' Casuals 2
Fie's Casuals 2

Gaius' Casuals 2
Millium's Casuals 2

Sara's Casuals
Towa's Casuals
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DO NOT BUY!. Worth it.

10\/10. \ud83d\udc4d. Classic RPG which holds it's charm well after all of these years. Still one of my all-time favorite. It's that
good.

Pros
* Graphics still feel appropriate due to uprising of all of the pixel style games around these days
* Lot's of replayability due to:
** New Game+ mode
** 13 different endings
** Several dungeons with really good gear that only are accessible after beating the game a certain way
* Interesting variety amongst the characters you can have in your party, none of them feel like duplicates of another, and they
generally each bring something unique, especially when paired with different characters
* The dual tech (spells only available when certain two characters are used together in a party) and triple tech provides a lot of
variety and strategies for party composition
* Good variety of gear with various tradeoffs
* Amazing music. This can't be emphasized enough.
* Good variety of various areas and times
* PC game has all of the various additions of the other console editions, making it more or less the ultimate version
* Decent story. Not the best out there, but pretty good
* Fun gameplay
* Many, but not all trash mob fights can be avoided

Neutral
* IMO, best played on a controller - though there are a few occasional quirks with the controller that require the mouse

Cons
* No mini-map, or ability to access a map in most locations except for the overworld. Most of the time this doesn't matter
because most maps are not that complex, but it would have been helpful a few times
* Limited to 3 save games
* Generally limited \/ controlled places for saving a game whereas most modern PC games allow you to save anywhere. There is
a resume feature that gets around this, but its effectively a single slot resume. Maybe I'm weird. I like being able to save
whenever and have a lot of slots for save games.
* When doing all of the various game endings, you have to reload back to a prior game save to continue doing more game
endings which wipes out the game win count. Fortunately Steam keeps track of your achievements correctly, even if the game
doesn't. Although doing what I did might be considered cheating by some people, but it sure saves a ton of time
* There are some "trash" battles you can't avoid which can get a little annoying when trying to beat all of the endings, as by that
point you are very high level and would prefer to just skip some battles.. I am usually not big on platformers but some I really
enjoy. This one I died a bunch of times then I uninstalled right away. Graphics are pretty nice, pleasant mix of gothic black and
while and pixelart. Everything else I personally didn't enjoy at all. My playtime speaks for itself.. As a person who stumbled
upon this, I really enjoyed the older version rather than the 3.5 updated version. But I still recommend this for its stunning
visuals, especially if you have a 4K monitor.. Steam, come on with this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 A game that's
cheaper on the IOS and Android, and even then a game that you probably shouldn't play regardless.

Not fun gameplay combined with glitches and hard to look at graphics, the game reeks of trying to take advantage of those who
have a couple of bucks in their steam wallet after the steam sale. This game within the first 10 minutes made me want to stop,
but I did put together some gameplay footage with more indepth information here:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=QFgJhpdGcbA&list=UULXbNv80pHXWgqlf9i3oikQ

In short, no. Just no.. I could not get past the controls. Dropping everything, as you have to continuously grip the controller to
hold onto items. Also, the game is too dark. You have to have the flashlight to see.
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This game was much better than I thought :d. If you have extra 1 euro to spend this game is for you!. really shows potential for
educational vr
. If you are a Tomb Raider fan and want to have the full collection of this game then buy it only on sale and buy the GOTY
edition.
RIP Multiplayer btw.. Bought the game for 30 EUR, which I first thought is a bit overpriced for a product which is still in beta
(I still did not get my supporter pack content, but this is a known issue, and the devs are working on it afaik), but after spending
20 hours playing the game, and another like 5 reading the forums I can only recommend the game to any ARPG fans who are
looking for something new, yet still familiar.

The addition of new ingame content is really good imo, the pacing feels great, we get a new skill every several levels, and most
of them are really well thought out, and quite a few are even feel pretty fresh and innovative even if you played all ARPGs out
there.

The two only negative issues are optimization, which is pretty poor atm. I personally have only rarely problems, but sometimes
there are huge lags, and while playing HC, this can be devastating. But others have more serious problems with fps and lag, so
consider this before buying the game.

The other would be the endgame content, which I only played for a few hours, but seems to be a little repetitive, but hey, it is an
ARPG, so we are quite used to it I think.

The best two aspects of the game would be the skill\/passive point system which makes for great character builds and variation,
I already have ideas for at least 3-4 another characters (unfortunately do not have the spare time to make all of them atm).

The other would be the hardcore+solo+masochist mode, which is a great twist after playing softcore, and is basically a whole
new game experience, where every combat encounter has to be planned carefully, since a few 'champion' mobs can kill you in a
few hits, if you are not prepared.

TL;DR: if you like D2, Grim Dawn, or anything like these games I suggest you give Last Epoch a try (or wait for the demo, it
should come soon), however be aware that the game has some critical technical issues with non-high-end configurations. Just
read through the discussions page, or don't play more than two hours in your first session, so you can make a refund if you can't
really play the game as it is now.. It's spelled "turbo", guys. Awesome. Simply great. A true masterpiece by arc system works.
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